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Dear Members

Welcome to the June edition of our GIGSA Newsletter.

During the first 6 months of my term I have had the good fortune to meet many of our members and benefactors and it is a pleasure to see the

GIGSA logo and membership on the walls of your offices, standing proudly next to your degrees and various registrations. GIGSA is an

organisation that members and benefactors are proud to be part of because they see themselves reflected in the mission and values of our

society, seeking the growth of geosynthetics in South Africa and abroad. I have however met many other people who are not aware of GIGSA,

and I am excited to see how much more we can grow, creating awareness of GIGSA and, more importantly, promoting the appropriate use of

geosynthetics. Both these goals are part of my personal vision as president.

This edition of the GIGSA newsletter, the second for 2015, is special as we have tried to put together 21 years of history. From informal chatting

over a beer back in the early ‘90s to the 1st Geoafrica conference, and today sitting with one of the largest Chapters of the International

Geosynthetics Society (we just welcomed Polymer Pavements as the 26th Benefactor). Even more importantly, we have become a flagship in

Africa, and are an example to many other countries in Africa wishing to become part of the IGS. Trying to refresh the memory of the founders of

GIGSA for the benefit of our younger members was challenging but great, and I had the pleasure of interviewing Alan Parrock, the first GIGSA

President (before then we were a subcommittee of the SAICE Geotechnical Division with Fred Gassner, Ronnie Scheurenberg and Andy Fourie

in 1990 just to mention a few). What a wonderful time I had, and I am hoping you get the same enjoyment I had reading through the interview.

Peter Davies has contributed with an outstanding case history of one of the first applications of geosynthetics in South Africa some 35 years

ago: the Mokolo Dam where nonwoven geotextiles were used

successfully in critical filter zones.

This year has been very busy, with the broadcasting of

webinars from GSI very well received throughout

Johannesburg, Durban and Cape Town and for which CPD

points are available. At the end of July GIGSA will host a 1

day soil reinforcement course presented by Dr Patrick

Naughton, Professor at University of Sligo, Ireland which will

be held at Bytes in Johannesburg, with related evening

lectures in Johannesburg, Durban and Cape Town (please

refer to the following pages for more information). Aiming to

support our members, GIGSA will offer CPD points for your

continual professional development at every event.

In the past few months the GIGSA Council has worked hard to

draw up guidelines for our bursary. These are now finally

completed and are available on all our media. This year

GIGSA is offering R50,000 bursary to Masters and PhD

students for research on geosynthetics through a South



African university. I look forward to many of our students applying as we are proud to support South African universities in their research on

geosynthetics.

As you have seen, GIGSA communications has gone through a 360 degree make over thanks to the support of an external consultant, Denise

Rundle, who assisted in the new graphic and corporate style of the both the GIGSA website and newsletter. Sadly Denise passed away at the

end of March and I would like to express, on behalf of the GIGSA members, condolences to Ian, her beloved husband. I had the pleasure of

working very closely with Denise. She was passionate about GIGSA and I could feel the drive she had in growing this company. It is my

intention to continue what she started as a sign of gratitude for her outstanding support throughout these years.

I trust you will enjoy this newsletter as much as we enjoyed putting it together. Once again, we are always open to improvement, please let us

hear your voice should you have any suggestions.

Yours Sincerely

Edoardo

GIGSA PRESIDENT'S REPORT continued
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With over 60 years knowledge and experience with plastic welding applications, Swiss based

Leister, has developed and now launched its latest and most advanced geosynthetic overlap

wedge welder, the GEOSTAR.

PlastiWeld, being Leister’s sole agent in SubSaharan Africa, was proud to be part of the

R&D process required to identify the needs to develop a machine with output capabilities of

the GEOSTAR.

PlastiWeld was selectively chosen to be part of this process by Leister, as the South African

market is widely respected and was identified as a major global player within the geosynthetic

industry worldwide.

Local & worldwide research was done to identify the needs of the installation welding process

geosynthetic membranes, and faster welding without compromising membrane & weld

strength, came up trumps over and over again. This is where the GEOSTAR only starts to

GEOSYNTHETIC WELDING TECHNOLOGY

New GEOSTAR G7  Overlap wedge
welder

stride ahead.

Advancements which the GEOSTAR boasts over

older wedge welders are, namely, doubled welding

speed, higher heating power, digital reading of

pressure, integrated voltage read out and adjustable

ground clearance.

Newly developed wedge geometry with floating

pressure plates allow for the membrane to glide

smoothly and efficiently over the larger wedge,

enabling faster welding because of optimised heat

transfer. This geometry also eliminates a wave

forming on the top membrane in front of the

GEOSTAR, as do the older technology welders.

GEOSTAR Welding 2mm HDPE
Digital read out of all parameters.

New wedge design with floating
pressure plate

Using a cast aluminium frame, the GEOSTAR is lighter than older machines allowing an

accelerated start of the work process, along with easier handling by the operator.

Integrated voltage read out is another first with wedge welder technology, which has become an

integral part of the welding process. This read out allows the operator to see what voltage is being

supplied to the machine, assuring that the wedge welder can accurately maintain its heat
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GEOSYNTHETIC WELDING TECHNOLOGY continued

Zero wave development on membrane

Long welds where a good
power supply is crucial

throughout the weld. This read out is linked to each

individual heating element allowing the operator to

identify any power supply irregularities which may

compromise the weld integrity.

WBHO was involved with trials of the GEOSTAR and

subsequently bought 2 units to use on their

geosynthetic installation on the ash dam and coal

stock yard at Kusile Power Station. They are

installing 2mm double textured HDPE at a welding

speed of 2 m/min. With the introduction of the

GEOSTAR they are now welding of speeds up to 4.5

m/min with better weld seam results. This resulting

in deadlines being achieved quicker and man work hours being saved, resulting in huge financial benefits along with confidence
of the good quality of the welding.
The advanced technology of the GEOSTAR will soon become the norm within the geosynthetic industry and Leister, along with its partners

worldwide, will continue to develop and improve on geosynthetic membrane welding equipment.

2mm double textured HDPE
welded a 4.5 m/min at Kusile by
WHBO

For more information on the GEOSTAR please contact PlastiWeld
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RHOTECH HDPE THERMOPLASTIC TECHNOLOGY

We at RHOTECH consider ourselves to be a significant leader in the South African and SubSaharan HDPE (High Density

Polyethylene)/Thermoplastics and Fibreglass industries. With over 20 years’ experience in both fields RHOTECH has demonstrated its

capability in small and large projects throughout the continent.

RHOTECH prides itself in market leading quality of services and products being delivered to its Customers, whilst ensuring ISO standards

conformity of which RHOTECH has been influential in registering with SABS. RHOTECH also strive to be the preferred industry brand name

associated with thermoplastics in Southern Africa, synonymous with Quality, Innovation, Technology and Service.

RHOTECH are well situated to meet the growing markets in various countries using strategically placed branches in Durban, Johannesburg,

Zambia and Namibia, enabling us to service many markets throughout the continent

HDPE Pipe Welding

RHOTECH’s core focus for many years has been the welding of HDPE pipe lines

in both open field and in factory applications. We boast a fleet of over 30 medium

to large bore HDPE butt welding machines comprising mostly of McElroy fusion

machines which are considered to be the market leaders in the HDPE butt welding

machinery. RHOTECH’s McElroy hydraulic machines are all data logger

compatible which track the progress and validity of the welding process as per the

ISO 21307 standard allowing the end customer peace of mind in knowing that the

welding has been completed correctly. The McElroy Machines with trained and

certified welders enable RHOTECH to complete a welding job in half the time

compared to that of a European or other equipment due to the technology and

method used to weld.

We have successfully completed welding contracts throughout SubSaharan

Africa demonstrating market leading results.

HDPE Pipe Extrusion
RhoTech Extrusion plant.

RHOTECH has established a state of the art HDPE pipe extrusion and Fabrication plant in Hammarsdale, Durban. This plant has a capacity of

producing 600 tonnes of pipe every month in all pressure classes in sizes ranging from 90mm to 630mm. RHOTECH continues to also drive

quality in the pipe manufacturing sector mainly making SABS/ISO 4427 spec pipe

using virgin raw material. Our pipe plant recently achieved its SABS 4427

recertification further demonstrating our commitment to quality and supplying the

African market with market leading quality and pipe.

HDPE Structured Wall Pipe Manufacture

We have recently commissioned our own HDPE Structured Wall Pipe

manufacturing line. This state of the art machine has the capability of producing

structured wall pipe. Our product is produced in sizes ranging from 400mm to

1200mm in SN8 strength specifications. We are very excited to take this product to

Durban Beachfront, South Africa  900mm sand
pumping line  TracStar900
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market as we believe the design will bring you the customer unrivalled results and peace of mind in gravity and storm water pipe applications.

Manufactured HDPE Pipe Fittings

RHOTECH has also recently upgraded its HDPE fittings fabrication capability

and is now capable of manufacturing HDPE Bends, TPieces and Laterals in sizes

ranging from 16mm to 1200mm in solid wall and structured wall pipe. In terms of

quality RHOTECH strictly manufactures pressure rated solid wall pipe fittings as

per the SABS/ISO 44273 standard further improving reliability and longevity of a

pressure rated pipeline.

All New Polystorm Crate Technology

As climate change makes itself felt in increasingly frequent storms and floods,

geocellular systems offer a versatile method of creating bespoke solutions that

can deliver all your objectives for surface water management including

attenuation and soakaway systems.

Polystorm Crate

PolystormProduct

By addressing the unique climatic and ground conditions

of your site, they allow a valueengineered response to

your exact specifications. Whatever your requirements or

challenges, whether shallow or deep or a combination of

both, RHOTECH in conjunction with Polypipe offers by far

the widest range of high strength geocellular products and

systems – not to mention the most comprehensive design

and technical support services to help you translate your

plans into an effective and reliable surface water

management solution can be achieved.

We at RHOTECH are proud of our growth and success

and firmly believe that this can be attributed to our firm

commitment to quality and service.

Recent project results which have been demonstrated throughout the continent also have proven that our approach is market leading. Successful

Projects such as the Kusile and Dedisa Power Stations, the Durban Harbour Widening Project, as well as a host of other infrastructure,

construction, municipal and mining projects throughout Africa prove that we have a winning formula.

For more information please email info@rhotech.co.za or consult our website www.rhotech.co.za

RHOTECH HDPE THERMOPLASTIC TECHNOLOGY continued
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IT IS NOW AVAILABLE AT BOOK STORE IN MIDRAND

DESIGNING WITH GEOSYNTHETICS – 6TH EDITION BY ROBERT M KOERNER

VOL I – R 570,00 VOL II – R 940,00

Price are Inclusive of VAT

PLEASE CONTACT SAICE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
011 805 5947
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INTERVIEW WITH THE FIRST PRESIDENT OF GIGSA  ALAN PARROCK
BY EDOARDO ZANNONI

I had the privilege of spending two hours on an autumn morning with

Alan Parrock, the first president of GIGSA back in 1994, sitting in his

office in Lynwood Glen, Pretoria, between coffee, a healthy breakfast

and good laughs and interesting stories. I hope you will enjoy reading

this as much I enjoyed listening!

Good morning Alan, thank you so much for finding the time;

appreciated. I am sure we can talk for days but I will try to keep it

short and sweet. Do you remember when GIGSA started?

GIGSA started almost at the same time as ARQ which was back on 1st

March 1993, one year before South Africa became a real country. We

decided to start ARQ in a bad financial time as we reckoned if we could

make it then, we would continue to survive. Also with the new South

Africa there were huge opportunities as you were now you catering for

everybody not just a small part. I think between all the talking and

meetings the actual date of GIGSA starting is somewhere in 1994.

In 1994, what was the reason that sparked the inception of GIGSA

It actually started with Garth James coming in my office at BKS before

’93. When I met him he was the first one to introduce me to

geosynthetics and then I realized what impact geosynthetics would

have on geotechnical engineering. For that time in the distant past I

cannot remember the details, but I am sure that Garth and Peter Davies

asked me to be the first President and I did the term between 1994 and

1995. I was succeeded by Fred Gassner who is now a Principal at

Golder Associates in Melbourne. It was good to meet again with him at

the recent IGS congress in Berlin.

What was your first project using geosynthetics?

We were tasked to redesign a concrete block wall that had failed in

Venda and we rebuilt it using geosynthetics. At that time there were

only nonwovens as it was around 1987/88. In those days there was

not much choice as of today with shortterm and postconstruction

strains being major issues in soil reinforcement. If I am correct, I thus

basically started using geosynthetics in concrete block retaining walls.

Vertical wall at Allandale Road

Allandale Road complete with truckcrossing bridge
structure.
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INTERVIEW WITH FIRST PRESIDENT OF GIGSA continued

I haven’t been out to Venda recently but …I certainly hope it is still

standing!

Who was involved back then with geosynthetics?

Garth James, Peter Davies, Fred Gassner, Falk Hedrich, Simon Knutton to

name but a very few,

I remember very well the first job I was involved with at ARQ using

geosynthetics. It is registered as job number 0097 in 1994 and involved

the geosynthetic reinforced concrete block retaining wall at the start of the

pit straight at the Kyalami circuit. This is where I met Simon Knutton for the

first time. He remains a firm friend still today. We also undertook

numerous projects in Swaziland. ARQ job number 0001 was with Paul van

Hulssen of Swaziland Consulting Engineers (SCE). We are now up to job

number 7436 so have come some way since those early days. He is also

a firm friend still today together with his partners Rashid and Michael.

What is good about this association with SCE is the number of jobs we

undertook with them using geosynthetics. There was one for a

synthetic athletics track in which very fine tolerances were required. It

is still performing well today

In the some 7 400 projects, which one was the most challenging

and the one with most headaches using geosynthetics ?

The one that comes to mind most readily is basal reinforcement for the

Coega River bridge approach fills. Here 15m high embankments were

located over really soft materials some 8m thick. It was complex in the

sense the geosynthetic acted both for the prevention of the migration

of fines from below into the fill , as well as the necessary reinforcement

for slope stability to allow for the generation of adequate margins of

safety. That job number 2220 was registerted in May 2002 making it

now some 13 years old. Phew time flies!
The job that provided the most worry at night was the geosynthetic

reinforced vertical concrete block retaining wall for temporary truck

traffic crossing Allendale Road as part of Viaduct 13 for Gautrain. At

the time there was much head scratching! Bombela didn’t believe we

could hold soil vertical with some blankets! The wall, some 63 metres

Sinkhole repair

Geosynthetic used to counteract sink holes
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6

high was built at +/ 87 degrees to allow for movement under

compaction loads and some strain during service. It moved to within

a few millimetres of exceeding the vertical.

You are a geotechnical engineer?

Thats me!

There is always a comment about the geosynthetics industry, it

is just a product. Do you think it is still like that?

Jean Luis Briaud, past president of ISSMGE and now president of

FedIGS stated Geosynthetics is the most important happening in

geotechnical engineering since the use of microcomputers. The IGS

is pushing for the teaching of geosynthetics at university through

various programme (Educate the Educator) and Geosynthetics shall

be included in geotechnical engineering courses and I think this is

the way to go. How would we have done some projects without

geosynthetics? As a geotechnical engineer, you are a soil mechanic,

rock mechanic, engineer geologist, pavement designer, material

scientist and also a polymer scientist and geosynthetic technician! …

and the list will get longer with new developments. It will only be

matter of time before we see geosynthetics having the same tensile

strength as steel.

How do you see GIGSA today compared to yesterday,

considering GIGSA is the third biggest chapter in IGS?

Really?

After North America and Japan

It speaks for itself! All my young engineers conduct designs using

geosynthetics.They know where and where not to use them and if

geosynthetics gets into universities it will be amazing as it will reach

the ears of many graduates. Growth doesn’t happen on its own and

GIGSA has been pushing all these years; from lectures, seminars,

events and marketing.

Amazingly South Africa has a lot of influence on the

international front if I look at Peter Legg, Irene Nyirenda,and

Coega River Bridge approach fills

Coega River Bridge approach fills geosynthetic.

myself on IGS and RSA, the third biggest chapter. At the Berlin

conference there were 20 odd attendees from RSA or originally

from RSA. This is fantastic when we see how far we have come.
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INTERVIEW WITH FIRST PRESIDENT OF GIGSA continued

That’s magnificent! That’s come from the push that GIGSA has been

doing for the past 21 years. The certificate of honorary membership has

pride place on my wall. It an honour for me to have received this award

and I am proud to be a member of GIGSA.

What is the most benefit of being member of GIGSA?

The most benefit is in the report back of conferences. I thought knew

what was going on in geosynthetics but after Berlin (10th International

Geosynthetics Society held in September 2014) I doubted myself. It

keeps you up with modern trends and techniques.

If I look at the mission of GIGSA which is the same as IGS? To

promote and understand the appropriate use of geosynthetics

Because there are so many manufacturers involved, you need to be

careful to not become too commercial.Coega River Bridge nearly complete

What do you think of the commercialism around geosynthetics; do you perceive it as a threat?

I was speaking to my brotherinlaw who is a gynaecologist. Their costs are paid to go to international conferences mostly by the pharmaceutical

companies and that’s how it always l has been.

We are writing a whole new chapter in the new COLTO on geotechnical engineering, and COLTO is a construction manual. Thus one must

know the capabilities of products and the machines, such that one can tailor solutions. How would you transform a design into reality if it were

not for the information provided by manufacturers? Commercialism and engineering are inseparable but it needs to be ethical. You must be

straight down the line, otherwise your integrity will be compromised.

Alan, after this wonderful journey here is my last question…. Where do you see GIGSA in 21 years?

All growth it is exponential but in a series of Scurves; initially slow then at an increasing rate before reaching a plateau. Once one reaches a

plateau, you need to do something to reach the next one . If you just stay where you are, the world will pass you by and you will effectively go

down. GIGSA is growing and once reaching the first plateau the challenge now is that something needs to be done to get to the next level. I

know it has the capability of doing this.

Alan, thank you so much for the great time, it was an absolute pleasure!
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GEOSYNTHETICS CASE HISTORY 21 YEARS AGO

MOKOLO DAM: 35 YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL GEOTEXTILE SERVICE IN A MAJOR ROCKFILL
PL Davies

Kaytech Engineered Fabrics, Durban, South Africa

INTRODUCTION

Some people make history, and where the use of geotextiles is concerned, in South Africa one man who really stood out in paving the way to

their universal acceptance was WCS (‘Bill’) Legge, who served as Chief Engineer in the Civil Design Department of the then South African

Department of Water Affairs from 1972 to retirement in 1986. The author was privileged to be able to work with him over a number of years, on

the incorporation of geotextiles into South African dams. It is interesting to note that his son Kelvin is following in his father’s footsteps and is

now an internationallyrecognised authority on the use of geosynthetics in the built environment, particularly in the field of the lining of waste

management facilities.

As described in the International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD) Bulletin 55 of 1986 “Geotextiles as filters and transitions in fill dams”

(now under revision by the South African National Committee on Large Dams, under the lead of Kelvin), and commencing nearly forty years

ago, some significant dams were constructed in South Africa utilising geotextiles in many of their critical filter zones. In all the years of

operation since then, none of these dams have been reported as showing any distress attributable to the

use of those geotextiles. One of these structures, Hans Strydom Dam (now designated Mokolo Dam) was

designed internally by engineers working under the direction of Bill Legge. The dam is on the Mokolo

River, in the Limpopo Province of South Africa, with a catchment of 4 374 km² and a capacity of 151 million

cubic metres. It lies on the northern slopes of the Waterberg Mountains, about 50 km south of Lephalale

(Ellisras) and north east of the Marakele National Park. This dam is well suited for water sports, camping

and day visitors, and includes a picnic area for day visitors and basic camping sites. Mokolo nature

reserve at the dam is relatively small, but attracts visitors due to the picnic and fishing spots around the

dam (bass up to 4.6kg have been caught there).

This article is about that dam, the design and construction of which is well documented (Hollingworth and

Druyts 1982) and intends inter alia to show by the dam’s ongoing success, that the current reluctance by

the regulatory authority to approve licence applications for designs incorporating geosynthetics as adjuncts

in critical applications, as well as in noncritical applications, is an overlyconservative approach without

technical or historical justification.

In suggesting a way forward, this article proposes the simultaneous employment of benefits from geotextile and granular filter materials in

composite filters in some critical applications, including the internal drainage of embankment dams where the nature of the granular material or

the permeant may induce detrimental changes in safety with time. In such applications the geotextile serves as an adjunct to the granular filter

and the granular filter supplements the geotextile filter performance, with resultant reduced risk of failure (Legge, 1990 & 2012 and Davies et al

2012). This is the approach the designers adopted on the Hans Strydom Dam way back in the mid70s.

1. BACKGROUND

A worldwide review of dam failures (ICOLD Bulletin 99 of 1995) confirms the importance of preventing internal erosion or piping in critical

Bill Legge
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applications, especially during the first decade of service. Furthermore the use of filters and drains in critical applications such as in dams

requires filter systems to perform under diverse conditions of hydraulic gradient; wetting and drying cycles; stress and strain; with varying

quality of the permeating fluid. These conditions have an effect on the short and long term performance of filters and drains.

1.1 Geosynthetics in Dam and Reservoir Engineering in South Africa

Geotextiles have and are being used in small and some large dams, between base material and drainage material in toe drains; blanket drains

and chimney drains as well as under riprap on the upstream face and occasionally on the downstream face. The use of geotextiles as primary

filters and adjuncts to granular filters within earth embankment; rockfill and tailings dams is an established practice (Elges et al 1994 and

Davies et al 2012), and prior to the formation of the DWA Dam Safety Office in 1986, many significant South African Dams incorporating

geotextiles were designed and constructed by the DWA. It is again emphasised that none of these dams has shown any distress that can be

linked to the use of these geotextiles.

The ICOLD bulletin no 55 of 1986, “Geotextiles as filters and transitions in fill dams” also recommends that while geotextiles may be used as

the primary filter in noncritical applications (i.e. where accessible for replacement in the event of failure), the use of such materials should be

limited to adjuncts in critical applications such as internal chimney and blanket drainage filter systems. This bulletin contains an appendix of

multiple examples of geotextile use in large dams in many countries during the early years of this type of application.

Mokolo Dam (previously Mogol Dam, formally Hans Strijdom and before that Wildebeestfontein Dam) is a 57 m high rockfill embankment dam

(designed and constructed by the then DWA) that used a 340 g/m² nonwoven continuous filament needle punched polyester geotextile, ‘bidim

U44 ) today’s bidim A8) as an adjunct to the clay core protection filter (see Figures 2 & 3). It may be interesting to note that the persons in the

picture (taken in 1979 by the worldfamous geosynthetics pioneer Professor J.P. Giroud, then of the University of Grenoble) are (LR) James

Butler (DWA), Frans Druyts (DWA), a much slimmer than now Peter Davies (Kaytech) and Frank Hollingworth (DWA).

GEOSYNTHETICS CASE HISTORY 21 YEARS AGO continued

Figure 2: Mokolo
Dam under
construction (1979)

Figure 3:
Mokolo Dam 
Geotextile as
an adjunct
between core
and graded
filters

Figure 4: Section through Mokolo Dam
1) Geotextile, 2) Sand filter, 3) Gravel filter, 4) Selected rockfill, 5) Rockfill, 6) Full supply level,

7) Initial crest level, 8) Final crest level, 9) Cofferdam crest level, 10) Lowest foundation level
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GEOSYNTHETICS CASE HISTORY 21 YEARS AGO continued

Figure 5: Mokolo
Dam today, with
the spillway to the
left.

2. WHAT CAUSES DAM FAILURES

ICOLD (1995) provides a statistical analysis of dam failures. Some 2,2 % of dams constructed prior to 1950 failed, whereas since 1951 only

0,5% of dams constructed have failed. The percentage of failures is independent of dam type, and the ratio of number of dam failures of given

height over number of dams constructed of given height is approximately the same irrespective of given height. In the case of earth and rockfill

embankment dams the primary cause of failure is due to overtopping and the second most common cause is due to internal erosion either in the

embankment or through the foundations. Erosion of foundations is also the second most common cause of failure of concrete gravity dams. It

is important to note that in the case of earth and rockfill dam failures that most take place in the first 10 years after construction, and of these

failures approximately 90% take place within the first year. In South Africa the most common dam types are earth and rockfill dams, with

approximately 91% of these large dams being earthfill. This statistical analysis confirms the importance of competent filters to protect against

piping, in particular upon first filling of the dam.

3.. COMBINING GEOTEXTILE AND GRANULAR FILTER PERFORMANCE

Filters in critical applications are relied upon to prevent erosion of base material and reduction of pore pressures for stability, as well as to induce

selfhealing in the base material so as to prevent concentrated flows.

The current practice of relying on granular filters in critical (inaccessible) applications requires thick and clean filter systems which do not change

their characteristics with time. Granular filters however may indeed change with time due to the effects of physical, chemical and biological

clogging as well as due to a physical change in the granular material due to permeant induced internal erosion or particle weathering such as in

acid mine drainage. In such circumstances the granular filter may lose its selfcollapse characteristics.

Geotextile filters are thin and can be easily damaged during careless construction. Similarly their durability has yet to be proven; however their

chemical compatibility and porosity along with tensile strength offer significant value in the short to medium term.

In the pursuance of economic and safe filter systems while maintaining a cautious approach, it is suggested that the short term advantages of

geotextile filters should be used to enhance the long term reliance on granular filters by combining the two materials in an upstream geotextile

and immediately adjacent granular filter, both being designed to be compatible with the upstream base or core material. This would allow for

thinner and hence more economical composite filter systems in which the geotextile serves to increase the rate of selfhealing at concentrated
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GEOSYNTHETICS CASE HISTORY 21 YEARS AGO continued

leaks while simultaneously maintaining the granular component of the filter in a clean condition (as was the case of Mokolo Dam). The granular

filter transmissivity is thus not reduced and the risk of embrittlement or loss of selfcollapse potential is further reduced.

Furthermore in order to construct composite filters, the conventional method of granularonly filter construction requires amendment and

focuses attention on the filter system throughout the construction period. This increased attention driven by the presence of a geosynthetics

component reduces the risk of contamination of the granular component and similarly reduces the risk of developing a window in the filter

system.

The statistical analysis of dam failures shows that the second most common cause is due to erosion and that 90% of these failures take place

within the first 10 years during which time polymeric material would not normally degrade. The combination of geotextile and granular materials

in a composite filter in critical applications is thus proposed, in particular where thin cores or high hydraulic gradients may be expected as well

as in applications where marginally suitable granular filter material is available, and where the permeating fluid has a detrimental effect on filter

systems.

4. CONCLUSIONS

ICOLD Bulletin 55 recommends that geotextiles not be used as critical filters in dams. This is due to the nature of their being thin and easily

damaged, as well as the questions of durability, and in applications where they cannot be reached for replacement they are considered too high

a risk for sole defence against piping.

However, geotextile filters significantly reduce the risk of contamination of granular drainage media and thus allow for thinner drains due to their

mechanism of filtration. It is thus recommended that while geotextiles can be selected for use in noncritical applications such as the outside of

embankment dams under riprap etc., in addition, their use as adjuncts is advantageous in critical applications. Based on filter criteria and

compatibility testing, nonwoven type geotextiles should be used in conjunction with designed granular filters as composite filter systems to

reduce the thickness and hence cost thereof, and so reduce the risk of sustaining an open crack in the granular filter material, and to provide

added protection of drainage provisions upon settlement.

It should also be recognized that due to the tensile resistance of a geotextile, they may readily span open cracks and thus induce early self

healing in the base soil, particularly where marginal granular filters are used.

For the purposes of this article, the substantial use of geotextiles in tailings storage facilities has been omitted.

In closing, environmental considerations also need to be considered. Simply put, the results of a major recent study show that “A filter using a

geosynthetic layer causes lower impacts compared to a conventional gravel based filter layer with regard to all impact category indicators

investigated. For all indicators the filter with geosynthetics causes less than 25 % of the impacts of a conventional gravel based filter.” (Swiss

Federal Institute of Technology, 2011)
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Davies.

Presidents Award 2009 P Legg
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GIGSA SOIL REINFORCEMENT

GIGSA REINFORCEMENT COURSE AND LECTURE

See more here:
Reinforcment Course.............

Reinforcment Lectures..........

Registration Form for both here............
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1Day Soil Reinforcment Seminar
Date: 28th July 2015
Venu: Bytes Conference Centre

241 Third Road, Halfway Gardens, Midrand.

Evening Lectures
Date: Monday 27th July 2015, Johannesburg

Wednesday 29th July 2015, Durban
Thursday 30th July 2015, Cape Town

Venue to be confirmed.

Overview of 1day seminar on Soil Reinforcement

applications with geosynthetics.

This 1day seminar on Soil Reinforcement applications with

geosynthetics is aimed at practising civil and geotechnical

engineers with an interest in reinforced soil structures

incorporating geosynthetics. The seminar will examine the

design of soil walls, steep slopes and embankments of soft

soil, over piles and over areas prone to subsidence, from

both the theoretical and practical viewpoints. Design

examples will be used to illustrate important design aspects.

The properties of geosynthetics and fill/soil materials

relevant to soil reinforcement will also be explored. Finally, the influence of Eurocode 7 and other European standards on the design of

reinforced structures will be presented.

Dr Pat Naughton is a Chartered Engineer and a Senior Lecturer in the School of Engineering and

Design at the Institute of Technology Sligo, Ireland. Dr Naughton is a specialist in geotechnical and

geosynthetic engineering with over 20 years research, development and consultancy experience. Dr

Naughton holds a first class honours BE (Civil) degree and a MEngSc degree both from NUI Galway,

Ireland and a PhD in Geotechnical Engineering from University College Dublin, Ireland. He is the

author of 65 peer reviewed conference and journal publications and has supervised PhD and research

MEng students examining piled embankments and steep slopes. As a consultant , he has advised on

the design of piled embankments, embankments over areas prone to subsidence and reinforced soil

wall on major infrastructure projects

http://www.gigsa.org/GIGSA/Newsletter%20June%202015/GIGSA%20Event%202.pdf
http://www.gigsa.org/GIGSA/Newsletter%20June%202015/GIGSA%20JULY%202015%20REGISTRATION%20FORM.pdf
http://www.gigsa.org/GIGSA/Newsletter%20June%202015/GIGSA%20Event%201.pdf
http://gigsa.org/GIGSA/Newsletter%20June%202015/GIGSA%20JULY%202015%20REGISTRATION%20FORM.pdf
http://www.gigsa.org/GIGSA/Newsletter%20June%202015/GIGSA%20Event%202.pdf


LANDFILL 2015

LANDFILL 2015
Advances in Waste Treatment and Engineered Landfill Environment
15 & 16 September 2015
Waterval Country Lodge in Tulbagh, Western Cape
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS

The Landfill 2015 Conference & Exhibition will be held at the Waterval Country Lodge in Tulbagh on the 15th and 16th of
September 2015. Landfill 2015 will seek to bring the Landfill and Alternative Waste Treatment industries together to
learn about the latest techniques and developments and to provide a forum for the exchange of knowledge and ideas.
Although sponsorship packages are available, the Landfill 2015 Conference is predominantly a technical conference
supported by an exhibition and social programme rather than a trade expo.

IWMSA Landfill conferences typically attract 100150 delegates with 1015 stands/booths in the accompanying
exhibition area. Delegates have a range of capability and expertise in various relevant fields including: Landfill
construction and operations; waste transportation; civil and geotechnical engineering; geosynthetics; waste compaction;
waste treatment equipment; alternative treatment technologies such as refuse derived fuels and waste to energy plants
and funding models.

This conference will attract decision makers from government and the private sector, prospective users, academics,
vendors and suppliers, policy makers and representatives of various national organizations working in the arena of
Landfill and Alternative Waste Treatment.

THEME
Advances in Waste Treatment and Engineered Landfill Environment
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LANDFILL 2015 Conference continued
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TOPICS
• Landfill Construction and Operations
• Waste Transportation
• Civil and Geotechnical Engineering
• Geosynthetics
• Waste Compaction
• Waste Treatment Equipment
• Refuse Derived Fuels and Waste to Energy Plants
• Funding Models

CRITICAL DATES

Deadline For First Receipt Of Abstracts 19Jun
Deadline For Review Of Abstracts 26Jun
Notification To Authors 29Jun
Call For Papers 29Jun
Deadline For 1st Receipt Of Papers 24Jul
Deadline For Review Of Papers 31Jul
Deadline For Final Receipt Of Papers 14Aug
Deadline For Author Registration 28Aug
Preparation & Printing Of Book Of Abstracts 16Aug
Transcribing Of Papers Onto Delegate's Media 31Aug
Presentation Of Papers 15Sep

Submit your abstract
Please click here to submit your Abstract.

EXHIBITION SPACE
Get details >

SPONSORSHIP & ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES
Get details >

DELEGATE REGISTRATION & ACCOMMODATION
Get details>

Click here to register.
Accommodation will be available for exhibitors and delegates at the
Waterval Country Lodge. We have negotiated preferential rates for the
conference delegates/exhibitors – all bookings must be done via the
conference secretariat

CORRESPONDENCE & ENQUIRIES

LANDFILL 2015 Registration Secretariat
Int. Tel: +27 21 671 7670
Int. Fax: +27 21 671 7670/086 692 7220
Email: lesley@cebisaconferences.co.za
Contact Person: Lesley Ferreira

http://www.iwmsa.co.za/site-content/landfill-2015-registration-and-accommodation.html
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1VkkBI4W9wX7FB88xraGpmU_5eJxzSdrd28A-cW-IPho/viewform
http://www.iwmsa.co.za/site-content/exhibitor-pack.html
http://www.iwmsa.co.za/site-content/sponsorship-and-advertising-opportunities.html
http://www.iwmsa.co.za/site-content/landfill-2015-registration-and-accommodation.html
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1-X_NXz7y9XlfntS39FrttEoivXaYaU4vdWs4eGb0e9c/viewform


1st IFAT Environmental Technology Forum:

Messe München International is further expanding its international network for the environmental technology sector by introducing IFAT

Environmental Technology Forum in South Africa.

The first IFAT Environmental Technology Forum will be colocated with BAUMA CONEXPO AFRICAInternational Trade Fair for Construction

Machinery, Building Material Machines, Mining Machines and Construction Vehicles  and will take place from 15  18 September 2015 at

Johannesburg Expo Centre (JEC) in Johannesburg, South Africa.

IFAT Environmental Technology Forum will feature an adjoining exhibition.

To find out more, click on the link below to download the PDF brochure:

http://www.ifatforumafrica.com/assets/IFAT_Environmental_Technology_Forum_Africa_A4_Brochure.pdf

EVENTS  IFAT CONFERENCE
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3rd ANNUAL LaRSSA CONFERENCE

8  11 September 2015

Glenburn Lodge, Muldersdrift, Gauteng

http://larssa.co.za/conference

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

“Productive Value from Rehabilitated Land”

BACKGROUND

LaRSSA is announcing an interactive forum on Productive Value from Rehabilitated Land. This forum will emphasise the current status of

projects, case studies and research conducted and being conducted in Southern Africa and is expected to host about 250 delegates.

CONTRIBUTIONS

Abstracts should be submitted on the webpage http://larssa.co.za/conference/submissions.php no later than 30 April 2015. Please note that you

need to create a user account before making a submission. Subsequent changes can be made online.

Notice of acceptance will be mailed to presenters by 31 May 2015. Detailed guidance will be sent to presenters whose abstracts are accepted.

Two kinds of contributions will be considered

o Case studies: Case studies include, but are not limited to, nonreplicated field studies and examples of reclamation that have been

employed at a field site. They could be replicated projects in space and time, but have not been subjected to statistical analyses.

A onepage synopsis must be submitted to be considered for the forum. A written paper is preferred, but is not required

o Advances in the Science: These papers are replicated laboratory or field research studies. One page synopsis and written papers are

required.

PLEASE NOTE

• All accepted submissions will be published electronically.

• Authors must register for the conference by no later than 31st July 2015 otherwise their presentations will be removed from the programme.

• No last minute substitution of author/s will be accepted.

• Papers previously published will not be accepted.

KEY DATES

30 April 2015

Submission of 350 word synopsis. Abstracts will be rigorously reviewed by a review panel. Detailed guidance on presentations will be sent to

presenters whose abstracts are accepted.

31 May 2015

• Conference Secretariat will send out acceptance notices to presenters and draft programme will be placed on website.

• Registration for conference opens.

LaRSSA Event
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31 July 2015

• Deadline for amended abstracts.

• Deadline for presenter registration.

30 August 2015

Receipt of PowerPoint presentations (published online with permission of presenters)

Should you need assistance or would like to make an enquiry, please make contact with the conference secretariat at:

Glaudin Kruger

Coordinator LaRSSA Conference

Kruger & Associates

Tel 028 316 2905 Mobile 072 320 7015

Email: kruger@krugerassociate.com

http://larssa.co.za/conference
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The new GIGSA website was launched in March 2015 to coincide with first March GIGSA newsletter. Since, then there has been a number of

updates to the GIGSA site  http://www.gigsa.org/  and readership has increased significantly as borne out by the following monthly stats.

The new Corporate Image

established for the GIGSA site

has been well received and a

number of people have

commented on it over time. A

lot of work still needs to be

done on the site with regards

to technical information, if it is

to become the authoritative site

for the geosynthetics industry

in South Africa  we are getting

there.

It is the intention that you will

find in this site comprehensive

information on Geosynthetics 

what they are, their functions,

applications and technical

information  together with current news on happenings in the Geosynthetic sector in South Africa. We will provide information on upcoming

conferences and events locally and worldwide plus offer reports emerging from these conferences and news from relevant industry peers.

This will be supported by informative newsletters during the year. One of which you are now reading.

The site requires further optimization for search engines, if we are to attain the profile that GIGSA wishes to attain in subsaharan Africa. We

shall be working on this over the year.

We would like to wish our readership and members happy reading and invite them to make suggestions with regards to both the content of the

website and the newsletters. Inputs from countries outside of South Africa will defintely be considered.

Please be active members of your society.
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BY IAN RUNDLE

HTTP://WWW.GIGSA.ORG
http://www.gigsa.org
https://www.linkedin.com/company/gigsa?trk=vsrp_companies_cluster_name&trkInfo=VSRPsearchId%3A1179658071423650981995%2CVSRPtargetId%3A9185168%2CVSRPcmpt%3Acompanies_cluster
https://www.facebook.com/pages/GIGSA/198275580342966?ref=ts&fref=ts


GIGSA PHOTO COMPETITION

GIGSA 2015 PHOTO CONTEST
The GIGSA 2015 Photo Contest is open to all members of GIGSA. The contest will be open from 8 May 2015–8 July 2015. All entries should

include a photo title, description and photo credit.

An adhoc committee is formed by GIGSA committee members to award the best 10 photos reflecting the use of geosynthetics. These will be

showcased and recognized on the GIGSA website and in newsletters.

Please visit the GIGSA website (www.gigsa.org) for more information as well as to find the detailed list of the recipients of previous awards.

Entries can be submitted online at https://igs.wufoo.com/forms/z88dday0p2lvvz/
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Prize will be as follow:

1st Place – R 1000,00
2nd Place – R 500,00
3rd Place – R 250,00

Rules and Guidelines of the Photo Contest:

1. Photos should clearly display a geosynthetic material/technology in use

2. Photos should provide a clear understanding of what geosynthetic technology or

event is being demonstrated

3. Contestant must be a GIGSA member in good standing

4. Each individual member of GIGSA and/or Benefactor Member Representative may submit up to 5 photographs each. Each Benefactor

Company may also submit up to 5 photographs each

5. A title, description, and photo credit are required for each photo

6. The file size should not exceed 4MB per picture

7. File format must be .jpg

8. Naming convention of the submitted .jpg should match or be similar to your photo title to avoid any confusion

9. Photos should be sharp, well focused and aesthetically pleasing

10. “Before and After” photo’s sets are welcome and count as one entry

11. Final selection of First, Second, Third and Honourable Mention photos will be made by an independent committee

For technical problems with this form please contact HHanson@Minervatri.com

For questions regarding the rules of the photo contest or other nontechnical questions please contact Johann le Roux via email at:

Secretary@GIGSA.org



GIGSA IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE FIRST GIGSA BURSARY!

ARE YOU A MASTER OR PHD STUDENT IN SOUTH AFRICA WANTING TO RESEARCH IN GEOSYNTHETICS?

GIGSA IS SPONSORING R 50,000!!!
APPLICATIONS SHALL BE SUBMITTED BEFORE THE 30TH JUNE 2015

PLEASE READ THE GIGSA BURSARY GUIDELINE ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The GIGSA Bursary aims to support the growth of the appropriate knowledge of geosynthetics in South Africa.

2. TARGET GROUP

The GIGSA Bursary is open to Masters or PhD students studying at a South African University, who are conducting research in line with the Mission

of GIGSA, which includes promoting the appropriate use of geosynthetics, advancing geosynthetics knowledge and developing new geosynthetic

technologies.

3. FUNDS

GIGSA Bursary supports applicants financially in South African Rand (ZAR). Funds may be allocated to an applicant on a year to year basis, for a

maximum period of three (3) years consecutively. The available bursary funds will be announced annually in February.

Funds may be used for tuition fees, travel, conferences, labour, consumables and specialist equipment relevant to the research topic.

Approval of applications and allocation of funds will be at the sole discretion of the GIGSA Committee. Funding may not meet the applicant’s full

funding requirements.

Funds will be allocated quarterly in advance based on a quarterly forecast and detailed reconciliation including proof of expenditure. GIGSA

reserves the right to terminate funding subject to progress compared to the project schedule and milestones.

Funds will preferably be transferred to a University account or will be paid against invoices signed by the University Supervisor.

4. APPLICATIONS

Applications should be submitted not later than the 30th of June each year for the following calendar year. Applicants will be informed on the

outcome of their applications by not later than 30th September of each year.

5. SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION

Applications should comprise the following documentation:

1. Letter of application;

2. Topic of the research;

3. Scope of the research;

4. Letter of motivation by the proposed University Supervisor;

5. Overall budget forecast;

6. Proof of registration;

7. Project schedule and clear milestones;

8. Copy of ID or Passport;

9. Proof of residence

6. RECIPIENT COMMITMENTS

In order to communicate the findings of the research conducted, the recipient is obligated to publish these in an accepted journal and/or to present

at a relevant conference or GIGSA event. In addition a short summary shall be published in the GIGSA newsletter and website.

The research project may not be specifically developed with the aim of providing commercial advantages to a specific product or company.
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NEWS FROM IGS AND SISTER SOCIETIES

IGS  TC_B Video creation

Dear members of IGS Technical Committee on Barrier Systems:

Thank you very much for your continuous contributions to IGS TCB. Today, Herewith two announcements/messages.

First, TCB board members have been discussing the possibilities to create a video on geosynthetic barriers installation. Could you please let

us know if you have appropriate materials or have some ideas?

Second, we, TCB board members are discussing to have our next membership meeting and workshop to be scheduled on September 14

Monday afternoon in Edinburgh, Scotland during the ISSMGE European Conference (xviecsmge2015.org.uk). Please mark it on your

calendar.

Thank you very much.

best wishes,

Takeshi Katsumi

Secretary of IGS Technical Committee on Barrier Systems

IGS TC_R Communiucation

Dear Member of TCReinforcement of IGS,

It is a great pleasure to inform you about the actual situation and activities of the Technical Committee Soil Reinforcement (TCR) of IGS.

At the IGS Council meeting at the 10ICG in Berlin, September 2014, the chairs of the Technical Committees of IGS were updated. For TC

Reinforcement (TCR) the following chairpersons will act for the period (2014 – 2018):

Chair: Gerhard Braeu, Germany (Gerhard.braeu@tum.de)

CoChairs: Richard Bathurst, Canada (bathurstr@rmc.ca)

Fumio Tatsuoka, Japan (tatsuoka@rs.noda.tus.ac.jp)

Secretary: Yoshihisa Miyata (miyamiya@nda.ac.jp)

The main activity of the TCReinforcement is the organization of technical sessions at national or mainly international conferences, workshops

or seminars. As well meetings of the members should be held by facetoface meetings, online meetings or by email.

The TCR has been active already in the last period. The events are reported in a special section of IGS News. This reporting will be kept also

in future.
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IGS TC_R Communiucation continued

30

Following you will find information about the events planned for 2015 and further information that might be helpful for you.

Please feel free to distribute this information among your colleagues and encourage them to work with us at TCR to improve the knowledge of

soil reinforcement with geosynthetics.

Kind regards

Gerhard Braeu

TC Reinforcement Workshop, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, Sunday 13 September 2015

From 13 to 17 September the XVI European Conference on Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering (ECSMGE 2015) will be held in

Edinburgh.

The TCR will take the chance to organize a workshop on Sunday 13 September just before the start of the ECSMGE. It is a standalone event

and it is proposed to have two main topics each of them covering a half day. We intend to have up to 10 invited speakers to show the various

aspects of the topic and then have plenty of time for discussions.

Due to the lack of time there is no possibility to have a callforpapers. Therefore we invite you to assist in setting up the program!

Actual considerations for the topics are:

• Soil / geosynthetic interaction

• Calculation and design of the facing of embankments and walls

• Piled embankment

• EuroCode and Geosynthetics

May we ask you which topics you see as the most important two? Please feel free to give us other themes if you prefer.

Furthermore we invite you to nominate your favorite speakers for the topics you choose!

Please send us your suggestions by 30 April 2015.

15th Asian Regional Conference on SMGE Fukuoka, Japan: 09  13 November 2015

There will be three IGS related sessions

1) IGS Asia Session

organized by Prof. Kuwano, chair of IGS Asia

2) IGS TC Barrier Session

organized by Prof. Katsumi, secretary of IGS TCB.

3) IGS TCR session

organized by Yoshihisa Miyata (miyamiya@nda.ac.jp)

There have been more than 40 abstracts accepted and actually the review of the full papers is undergoing.

Liasion with TC 211 Ground Improvement of ISSMGE

There is a basic agreement between IGS and ISSMGE for liaison, participation and interaction in working groups of both societies. Actually



IGS TC_R Communiucation continued

there is a membership of Yoshihisa Miyata in our TCSR and in TC 211. Please find further information at their webpage at www.tc211.be.

Their actual main topics are

• Organization of a TC211 official conference session  Kuala Lumpur (31.05  01.06.2016) within the framework of the 19th

SOUTHEAST ASIAN GEOTECHNICAL CONFERENCE and CALL FOR ABSTRACTS (30.04.2015 !!!)

• Organization of a workshop TC211 to be held in Edinburgh within the framework of the XVI ECSMGE (September 2015): presentation

of the technical program

• Workshop on Ground improvement and soil stabilization as part of the 3rd International Conference on Transportation Geotechnics

(September 2016)

May we ask you to inform us if you are involved in other working groups of the sister societies of IGS? This could improve the knowledge of

their related work in our group and vice versa.
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Disclaimer
The Geosynthetics Interest Group of South Africa and the South African Institute of Civil Engineering accept no responsibility for any statements made or opinions
expressed in this publication. Consequently nobody connected with the publication of the magazine, in particular the proprietors, the publishers and the editors, will

be liable for any loss or damage sustained by any reader as a result of his or her action upon any statement or opinion published in this newsletter

GIGSA'S BENEFACTORS
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